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Join us for a Pokémon-themed maker adventure! Share your creations on Twitter, Facebook, or 

Instagram. 

 

Let’s Play! 
Have you ever tried designing your own Pokémon? 

Choose your favourite Pokémon type (normal, fire, water, grass, electric, ice, fighting, poison, 

ground, flying, psychic, bug, rock, ghost, dark, dragon, steel, or fairy). Design a Pokémon of that 

type by drawing or writing about it. 

What special abilities does your Pokémon have? What does it look like? In what part of the 

world can you find it? How rare is it? 

 

Maker Projects 
 

Project 1: Bulbasaur Planters 
Make your own Bulbasaur that will actually grow a plant. You will need: 

 An egg carton 

 Scissors 

 Crayons or markers 

 Soil 

 A plant seed 

Here are the steps: 

1. Cut out one section of the egg carton. 

2. Decorate the egg carton to look like Bulbasaur’s body! If you aren’t sure where to start, 

you can find some pictures online. 

3. Once you’re happy with your egg carton, fill it with soil and add a seed. Then add water 

and put it in a sunny place so Bulbasaur’s plant bulb can grow! 

Project 2: Poké Balls 
Create your own Poké ball to catch ‘em all with! You will need: 

 2 blank sheets of paper (or 2 colouring sheets: one with a Poké ball, one with a 

Pokémon) 

 Markers or crayons 

 Scissors 

https://twitter.com/ajax_library
https://www.facebook.com/AjaxPublicLibrary
https://www.instagram.com/ajaxpubliclibrary/
https://pokemonfanfiction.fandom.com/wiki/Bulbasaur/Gallery
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 Glue 

Here are the steps: 

1. Draw a Poké ball on a blank sheet of paper, or use a Poké ball colouring sheet. 

2. Decorate the Poké ball any way you want! Try creating your own design—what does 

your personal Poké ball look like? What does it do that’s different from a regular one? 

3. Next, draw a Pokémon on a blank sheet of paper, or use a Pokémon colouring sheet 

and colour in your Pokémon. Whichever option you choose, make sure the Pokémon is 

small enough that it will fit inside the Poké ball you drew. 

4. Cut out the Pokémon and tape or glue it to the back of your Poké ball. Voila—you’ve 

caught a Pokémon! 


